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Abstract. With the goal to measure angular correlations of fission fragments in rare 

fission decay (e.g. ternary and quaternary fission), a multi-detector coincidence system 

based on two and up to four position sensitive pixel detectors Timepix has been built. In 

addition to the high granularity, wide dynamic range and per pixel signal threshold, 

these devices are equipped with per pixel energy and time sensitivity providing more 

information (position, energy, time), enhances particle-type identification and selectivity 

of event-by-event detection. Operation of the device with the integrated USB 2.0 based 

readout interface FITPix and the control and data acquisition software tool Pixelman 

enables online visualization and flexible/adjustable operation for a different type of 

experiments. Spatially correlated fission fragments can be thus registered in 

coincidence. Similarly triggered measurements are performed using an integrated 

spectrometric module with analogue signal chain electronics. The current status of 

development together with demonstration of the technique with a 252Cf source is 

presented.  

1 Motivation  
 

Charged-particle coincidence correlated measurements such as angular correlations between rare and 

main fission fragments measured with conventional detectors provide only partial and limited 

information (energy cutoff, narrow range of studied ion Z numbers). Many of these drawbacks arise 

from the standard solid state detectors used so far which can be solved simultaneously by usage of 

highly segmented single-quantum counting pixel detectors. 

Rare fission decay with the emission of one (ternary fission) or two (quaternary fission) light 

mass rare charged particles – or rare fission fragments is a valuable tool to explore the dynamics and 

structure of atomic nuclei by probing the fissioning system near the scission point and the fissioning 

reaction and decay mechanisms. Spectrometric measurement of the characteristics of fission 

products is the necessary input for the understanding of fission configurations and dynamics of 

reaction mechanisms in the final stage of the fissioning process. Observables such as the angular 

momenta of RFF correlated with fission fragments are closely related to the dynamics of the 

fissioning system in its final stages [1],[2]. When passing the barrier the fissioning system can probe 

different channels as the rare fission fragments are produced at the moment of scission in the neck 

region of the nascent fission fragments [1]. While being a rather rare process, these light charged 

particles serve as a probe of the nucleus at a time close to scission and while are considered to 

emerge from the neck of the fissioning nucleus much earlier than scission of the nucleus into the 
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heavy main fission fragments occurs. While most rare fragments are emitted almost perpendicularly 

with respect to the fission axis (equatorial emission), Rare fragments may be emitted also along the 

axis of fission (polar emission) [3]. 

Ternary fission has been widely studied experimentally by measurements of the energy spectra 

and fractional yields of the rare fragments or by experiments on the angular and energy correlations 

between the rare and the binary fragments – e.g. Ref [4]. Due to technical constraints of conventional 

detectors so far charged-particle coincidence measurements such as angular correlations between 

rare and main fission fragments [5] could only be measured under certain circumstances (energy 

cutoff, low-Z). Many of these limitations arise from the standard solid state detectors used so far 

which we propose can be overcome simultaneously by using highly segmented single-quantum 

counting pixel detectors. 

2 Experimental  

2.1 Hybrid semiconductor pixel detector 

The quantum counting pixel detector Timepix [6], developed within the family of hybrid 

semiconductor pixel detectors of the Medipix type [7], is equipped with energy and time sensitivity 

capability per pixel providing not only high granularity and per pixel threshold but also per pixel 

sensitivity and wide dynamic range (energy,time). Timepix provides the possibility to measure 

detection times and/or energy deposition in each individual pixel. This is realized by the ability of 

the detector to operate the pixels in one of the different modes: (i) Counting mode, where each pixel 

counts the number of events/signals crossing the threshold, (ii) Time-Over-Threshold (TOT) mode, 

where the energy deposited per-pixel is measured, and (iii) Timepix mode, where the time of 

interaction per-pixel is registered. All pixels are configurable and each pixel can be 

independently/separately configured to different mode enabling different pixels to run under 

different modes for the same measurement. Timepix provides multi-parameter event-by-event 

spectroscopic information (position, energy and time) of basically all types of charged particles in a 

wide energy range (pixel energy threshold ≈ 4 keV).  

 The response of the pixel detectors of the Medipix type such as the Medipix2 device [8] for 

detection of heavy ions and fission fragments has been examined [9]. The spectroscopic response of 

the Timepix device has been extended and characterized for heavy ions in the 10–110 MeV region 

[10]. 

2.2 Detection of fission fragments 

In addition to the intrinsic high spatial granularity of the pixel detectors of the Medipix type, the 

Timepix device allows applying timing and spectral correlated techniques in the same sensor for 

enhanced background suppression and unambiguous event–by–event detection [11]. Control, power 

and DAQ of the pixel detectors are driven and managed by the software package tool Pixelman [12]. 

We can for example follow and visualize the life history of single nuclei implanted in the same 

sensor [11], [13]. The resolving power and event–by–event detection of fission fragments and 

charged particles in a single detector have been investigated [14]. The response of the detector to an 

alpha and fission source is shown in Figure 1. 

 

2.3  Correlated detection by two or four detectors 
 
Several hardware techniques setups have been developed and tested [15] including self triggering by 

independent analog chain analysis with integrated spectrometric module and synchronized readout 

on various setups using two and four detectors. This self trigger is taken from the common sensor  
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Fig. 1. Detection of a fission fragment and alpha particles from a spontaneous fission source 252Cf by 

the pixel detector Timepix. Only a portion of the sensor area is shown of about 40 × 40 pixels. In 

addition to the spatial (2D) information the energy registered per pixel is recorded and can be shown as 

a third axis by the vertical bar in color. Pile-ups as well as unwanted background such as X-rays and fast 

electrons are resolved. 

  

back-side-pulse signal. This signal can be, like for standard p-i-n diodes, used as trigger above a 

selectable signal amplitude threshold. In this technique we employ a custom made spectrometric 

module integrated into a single PCB board which can be attached directly to the readout interface 

(USB 1.0) of the pixel detector. This module is operated with a Windows running plugin application 

which loads and controls the sensor bias as well as the readout DAQ. 

3  Spatial- and Time-correlated detection  

In order to detect particles in coincidence, such as the two binary fission fragments or a rare fission 

fragment correlated to the main fragments, respectively, we prepared a setup with several pixel 

detectors. Results of correlated detection of pairs of binary fragments are shown in Figure 2 with 

many assignments of spatial- and time-correlated events. In this setup, the Timepix detectors are 

operated in time mode which allows registering the time record of individual pixels during the given 

exposition time. Thus the time record of all events can be traced back and can be correlated among 

different detectors. This possibility has been tested with data measured for up to four detectors.  

4 Conclusions 
The operation of two and more pixel detectors Timepix and Medipix2 for spatial- and temporal-

correlated detection of single events as well as for coincidence operation for detection of two and 

three particles have been achieved for spatially correlated studies of fission. Several techniques have 

been constructed and tested under a number of particular detector and experiment conditions such as 

pixel threshold, sensor bias, pixel signal acquisition time (IKRUM parameter) and measurement 

exposure time. We have gradually developed the spatial- and time-correlated technique in the same 

sensor enabled by the per-pixel energy/time sensitive Timepix device. We developed and tested 

modes of self trigger in the same detectors. Synchronized data acquisition and readout are possible 

by a custom made arbiter control unit. Analysis of angular distributions/correlations as well as data 

evaluation of ternary fission are underway. Long measurements are planned for studies of quaternary 

fission.  
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Fig. 2. Detection in coincidence of two fission fragments by two Timepix pixel detectors operated in 

high threshold and long exposure time (300 ms). The shutter open was driven by one of the detectors 

(arbitrary shutter open time). The spatial information, given by the independent per-pixel response and 

the detector high spatial granularity of the full 256 × 256 pixel matrix of each detector (top), is 

correlated to the temporal information (bottom) provided by the operation of all pixels in time (i.e. 

Timepix) mode registering the events interaction time. Correlated events are linked by straight arrows 

for clarity. The pixel thresholds are set high thus suppressing and ultimately removing the signals of 

alpha particles and allowing for long exposure times (here 300 ms). 
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